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Abstrak 
Bahasa Inggris merupakan salah satu bahasa yang digunakan di dunia internasional. Subjek ini juga 
menjadi pelajaran yang diujikan sebagai bahan Ujian Nasional. Penelitian ini berfokus pada metode 
pembelajaran yang dapat diterapkan dalam  pengajaran bahasa Inggris. Dalam mengajar bahasa Inggris, ada 
empat keterampilan yang harus dikuasai oleh peserta didik, yaitu Mendengarkan, Berbicara, Membaca, dan 
Menulis. Dalam studi ini, keterampilan berbicara menjadi topik utama penelitian. Tujuan dari penelitian ini 
adalah untuk mendeskripsikan pelaksanaan metode Project-Based Learning dalam pengajaran short 
functional text. Menurut Nunan (1989) kemampuan berbicara terdiri dari dua jenis ucapan atau ungkapan, 
yakni ucapan interaksional dan transaksional. Siswa harus menyadari setiap fungsi dan menggunakannya 
dengan benar. Dalam mengajar teks fungsional pendek, ada beberapa fitur dari bahasa yang biasanya 
digunakan dalam teks. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan pelaksanaan Project -Based 
Learning yang diterapkan untuk mengajarkan teks fungsional pendek, terutama iklan. Para siswa akan 
diperkenalkan dengan beberapa fitur dari teks fungsional pendek dengan melakukan metode pembelajaran. 
Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kualitatif yang telah dispesikasikan sebagai penelitian deskriptif 
kualitatif. Subjek penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas VIII SMP di SMPN 40 Surabaya. Hasil penelitian 
menunjukkan bahwa ada tanggapan positif terhadap pelaksanaan Project-Based Learning. Para siswa 
tampaknya memiliki motivasi dan kepercayaan diri untuk berbicara bahasa Inggris dan mengeksplorasi 
kreativitas mereka dalam sesi berbicara. Dengan demikian, Pembelajaran Berbasis Proyek sebagai teknik 
pengajaran dianjurkan dalam mengajar iklan di kelas 
 
 
Kata Kunci: Kemampuan Berbicara, Project-Based Learning, Iklan 
  
Abstract 
English is one of language which is used in international world. This subject also becomes the lesson 
which is tested as the examination material. The study focuses on the learning method that can be applied 
in teaching English. In teaching English, there are four skills that should be mastered by the learner, they 
are Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing.  In this study, speaking skill has been the main topic of 
research. The aim of this research is to describe the implementation of Project-Based Learning in teaching 
speaking a spoken advertisement. According to Nunan (1989) speaking competence covered with two 
type of utterances, that are interactional and transactional utterance. The student must aware of each 
function and use it properly. In teaching short functional text, there are several features of language which 
typically used in the text. This study has a purpose to describe the implementation of Project-Based 
Learning that applied to teach short functional text, especially advertisement. The students will be 
introduced with some features of short functional text by conducting the learning method. This study is a 
qualitative research which has been specified as descriptive qualitative research. The subject of this 
research is the eighth graders of Junior High School in SMPN 40 Surabaya. The result of the study 
showed that there were positive responses toward the implementation of Project-Based Learning. The 
students seem to have motivation and confidence to speak English and explore their creativity in speaking 
session. Thus, Project-Based Learning as a teaching method is recommended in teaching a spoken 
advertisement.  
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English has been taught at the elementary level 
to high school and included as one of the subjects tested 
in the national examination. By learning English, students 
will be assisted in dealing with the development of the 
global era and the rapid modernization because English 
plays an important role. Therefore, it is very important 
for students to master English as well as other subjects. In 
learning English, there are four English language skills 
that must be mastered by the students in the school, 
namely: hearing skills (Listening), speaking skills 
(Speaking), reading skills (Reading) and writing skills 
(Writing). These skills can not be separated and should 
be taught on an ongoing basis in the teaching-learning 
process of English subjects. Speaking is one of the 
important skills to be learned by the students. The 
mastery of speaking skill is a priority for students and 
they often evaluate their success in language learning as 
well as the effectiveness their English learning especially 
in their spoken language proficiency (Richards, 2008: 19) 
 In this case, in learning speaking English at class 
there are several factors that affect the educational 
process. Such factors include teachers, students, the 
environment, as well as the facilities and systems that are 
used in the teaching learning process. These factors are 
related to each other in determining the success of an 
education because each factor has its own role in the 
education system. If one factor is not suitable there will 
be a disruption in the educational process, and it may 
affect the success of students in learning activities. 
Commonly, the use of varied instructional model in the 
learning process in the classroom is still rare and the 
teachers tend to use conventional models in every 
learning process. This may be due to the teachers’ lack of 
learning model mastery. Actually, the mastery of learning 
models is necessary to improve the professional skills of 
teachers and encourage students’ motivation in learning 
process.  
 Most of the learning model used is 
conventional, whereas in conventional learning the 
students typically become a passive learner. In this case, 
the current weakness of model learning in teaching short 
functional text frequently happened in teaching and 
learning process nowadays. Mostly, teachers exemplify a 
short functional text through visual aids, for instance by 
using the text of advertisement. Consequently, the 
students are eagerly not being interested to learn more 
about short functional text. According to that background 
of study, one of the learning models that are suitable to 
teach speaking skill is Project-Based Learning. It is stated 
in the theory from Larmer and Mergendoller, a classroom 
filled with the students’ project may suggest that students 
have been engaged in meaningful learning. It is because 
the project is a series of tasks for the students to learn the 
content of material in depth comprehension in a group or 
individually. 
            Project-Based Learning is a learning model that 
provides an opportunity for students to actively 
participate in making a project within the group or 
individual work to improve English language skills, 
especially in speaking skills (ability to speak). It can be 
seen from the uniqueness of presentation and exhibition 
where the learners possibly discuss issue based on PBL 
principles (Thomas, 2000). Through this learning model, 
the researcher expects to know students’ speaking and 
observes whether students feel comfortable and happy to 
express their opinions and their ideas to be delivered 
orally through the implementation of this learning 
method. 
 Project-Based learning refers to students 
designing, planning, and carrying out an extended 
project that produces a publicly-exhibited output such as 
a product, publication, or presentation (Patton: 2012, 
13). In this study, students will be instructed to make a 
project. This project contains the message of short 
functional text (advertisement). By holding this project, 
students are going to inquire the basis learning and 
define the feature of project. In process of making 
project, it gives students a better understanding about 
the structure of short functional text especially 
advertisement. In result, this method also builds students 
motivation to learn short functional text without any 
boredom. 
 The similar study has been already conducted by 
students of State University of Surabaya from class of 
2009, who entitled her thesis “The Use of Project–Based 
Task to Improve Eleventh Graders’ Ability in Writing 
Hortatory Exposition Text at SMAN 1 Ngadirojo 
Pacitan”. The previous study has been applied the same 
method which support the study, that is Project-Based 
Learning. However, she provides students with complex 
tasks based on challenging questions or problems that 
involve the students’ problem solving. Therefore, the 
method that is used make students experienced to do the 
task based on their investigation toward the problems to 
reflect it into their result of writing perfectly. 
            By looking at the background above, the issues 
are compelled by the researcher to examine the problem 
by taking the title "The implementation of Project-Based 
Learning to Teach Speaking a Spoken Advertisement for 
the Eighth Graders of SMPN 40 Surabaya”. 
 
            Based on the background described above, it can 
be identified the following issues: 
            1. How is the implementation of Project - Based 
Learning to teach Speaking Skills of the eighth grade 
students in SMPN 40 Surabaya? 
            2. How is the students’ ability in speaking a 
spoken advertisement during the implementation of 
Project-Based Learning during the speaking activity in 
the eighth graders of SMPN 40 Surabaya? 
            3. How are the students’ responses towards 
Project-Based Learning during the speaking activity in 
the eighth graders of SMPN 40 Surabaya? 
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At the time of the study, the researcher gave the 
Project-Based Learning methods to provide a new 
alternative for teaching English, mainly to teach speaking 
skill. In this study, the researcher acted as the observer in 
the classroom. Meanwhile, the teacher will teach on the 
subject of "Advertisement". The researchers will observe 
the use of Project-Based Learning as a method to teach 
students' speaking ability in order to motivate students to 
be active participants in learning activities, especially in 
speaking ability. The following data has been 
summarized based on the research. 
In this chapter, there are some elements that are 
used to conduct research, which consists of research 
design, research subjects, research instruments, data 
collection techniques, and data analysis techniques. 
The design of this study is descriptive 
qualitative research. According to Marshall and Rossman 
(1999), qualitative research is a research that should 
provide clear explanation through intuition, complex 
reasoning, possible research question and conceptual 
framework, alternative design, and strategies for 
gathering the data. In this research, the researcher 
considers all elements during the research held. As it is 
should be reported in detail written work to represent 
how the research has been conducted. In qualitative 
research, the researcher generally uses dominant written 
conclusion to complete the report of study based on the 
whole process of data collection technique and data 
analysis. 
In addition, the researcher adopted a qualitative 
descriptive research in this time. This is because the 
possibility of the implementation process in depth 
understanding of the current study. As Cohen et al (2007) 
stated that "qualitative data analysis involves organizing 
and accounting to explain the data, by defining a learning 
situation and noting patterns, themes, categories and 
regularities in the data collection process of the study". 
According to Ary et al (2010) stated that a 
qualitative descriptive research is the research which 
permit the researcher to observe characteristics of some 
individuals to measure their attitude and opinion towards 
some issue. For instance, in the field of education the 
researcher gathers information from the model of 
learning which applied by a certain teacher to build 
successful language learning in the class. In accordance 
with the statement, qualitative descriptive study aimed to 
clarify the existing variable or the result of English 
teaching and learning process which is carried out in the 
classroom. Most of this research is designed to identify 
English language learning process and described through 
the words without the counted system. Researcher 
usually retrieves data through observation and student 
project results (in the form of advertisement). In this case, 
the researcher looked at the situation and condition of the 
class and the student's ability to obtain research data. 
Moreover, their speaking ability will be seen from the 
students speaking result. 
In this study, the researcher took the study sites 
in SMPN 40 Surabaya that is located at Bangkingan 
street VIII/8 Surabaya. The place of research is chosen 
because the school still uses the curriculum of 2006 
(KTSP) which appropriate with the curriculum in this 
research The implementation of research will took place 
on 13-27
th
 November 2013. There will be three meetings 
and each meeting will be observed by the researcher. 
The subjects in this study were students of class 
VIII C of SMP 40 Surabaya. The number of students who 
have received the application of learning models 
Problem-Based Learning (making advertisement) is 38 
students. The subject of the research is chosen because 
the eight grade students have adequate ability and 
comprehension to receive the material of short functional 
text based on the curriculum of 2006. 
In this study, the researcher will use some 
instruments to support the qualitative data, namely field 
note, observation sheet, students’ speaking transcription, 
and interview. These following instruments would be 
explained as follows. 
 Field note is a kind of instrument which is 
usually used in qualitative research. This type of 
instrument is like a transcribed note that describes all of 
data collection during observation. The data collection 
contains the idea thought, activity, question, etc. 
Actually, in writing field note, the observer should 
describe the event in the observation as soon as possible. 
The details of event in the observation are the content of 
field note. It is generally used to record the data based on 
the reality in the field. There are two part of field note, 
that are descriptive and reflective (Santyarini and 
Susanto, 2014).  
In the observation, the researcher directly makes 
a note on the paper to record all the activities in the class. 
The field note contains the students and teacher’s activity 
in detailed information. The content of field note will 
describe the whole process of teaching and learning 
process, including the activity in the beginning until the 
end of teaching and learning activity. The activity which 
is recorded in the field note, such as: greeting, opening 
the lesson, explaining, discussing, questioning, 
presenting, closing, etc. All of the activity should be 
written in detail to depict the entire of teaching and 
learning process. 
Observation sheet is one of instruments that 
usually used in qualitative research to record the data. 
According to Clerck et al (2011), writing observation 
sheet involves detailed and concrete observation. It 
means the observation sheet showed what happened 
actually in the classroom. It will conclude objective 
observation made by the researcher which has been 
gained from the information acquired through 
conversation among the subject of research. Besides, it 
also include the general information of teacher and 
students’ activity in the class. In this observation, pencil 
and pen are helpful to record their observation. At home, 
the researcher should transform their short-hand note into 
detailed description on the computer as quick as possible. 
Finally, the observation sheet will be used by the 
researcher as the one of sources to analyze the data of the 
study. 
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Davidson (2009) stated the transcription is the 
recording of the speech which its shaped has been 
transcribed into exploration of written form. In 
connection with research, this educational research aims 
to provide an instrument to depict the students’ speaking 
result in the reflexive document that is written as clear as 
possible named transcription of speech. It will illustrate 
enough detailed information from students’ ability, 
especially speaking ability. This kind of instrument 
allows more exploration to analyze the data of the study 
that can be described from the feature of speaking 
performance in the classroom. 
A qualitative research concerns with the use of 
interview. Based on the statement from Brenner (2006) 
stated that interview is a kind of instruments which intend 
to obtain information from the informants in oral form 
based on their own term and meaning towards their own 
lives, experiences, and cognitive process. In other words, 
it is designed to give the informants chance to express 
meaning in their own words as the verbal data for the 
researcher. Since the researcher and the informant are 
engaged in ongoing process, the interview is called the 
interactional relationship. In constructing the interview of 
study, it should involve some numerous decisions, that 
are beginning with the structure of interview, the type of 
questions, the range of topics, and the techniques for 
obtaining the depth of response that is available during 
interviewing process. The difference between field note 
and observation is the field note draws more detailed 
information than the observation sheet. Here they are the 
interview questions, there are seven questions in 
interview session, such as: 1) What do you think about 
speaking activity in the class? 2) How do you think about 
this kind of learning method? 3) What do you think about 
the method that applied by the teacher? Does it motivate 
you to learn English? 4) What difficulties have you found 
in speaking class? 5) What is the most interesting section 
in learning English with Project Based learning? 6) What 
is the positive impact that you feel from the 
implementation of Project-Based learning? 7) Do you 
think that PBL help you to speak up in the class? Do you 
like the way of teaching method? 
 The researcher will conduct the interview with 
these seven questions to know how the students’ 
responses towards Project-Based Learning during the 
speaking activity in the eighth graders of SMPN 40 
Surabaya.  Those seven questions will lead them to 
express their opinion and feeling about the 
implementation of Project-Based Learning that will be 
experienced. Besides, the researcher prepares the 
questions to know the students’ interest and the most 
interesting part in Project-Based Learning. The interview 
is also held to know how this method becomes successful 
in encouraging the students’ willingness of studying 
English. 
In this study, the researcher have set up a 
schedule for achieving the purpose research, namely on 
13 up to 27 of November 2013. Approximately it will 
take for about three weeks in preparation for collection of 
data of the study, in which there are three meetings each 
week. According to the plan, in the first meeting, the 
teacher will explain in detail of advertisement materials 
so that students can learn more about the material. At this 
meeting, the researcher starts to observe the subject of 
study. For the second and the third meeting, the teacher 
gathered data from the student project and speaking 
activity in class and the researcher collect the interviews 
so that the data are the form of teaching and learning 
process and the students’ speaking result. Moreover, 
another data that will be obtained by the observer are in 
the form of students’ opinion and feeling. 
In addition, there are several considerations to 
collect data. The researcher should rationally choose a 
particular instrument. Appropriate instrument in research 
design is important for the data collection. Actually, the 
instrument must be related to the type of research. In this 
study, the researcher also used field notes to obtain the 
learning process and the student performance during the 
observation. 
When the observation is made, the recorded 
field (field note) containing various notes written by the 
researcher to gain all of information about the learning 
process during and after the learning activity. The result 
of field note will be a written form which divided into 
descriptive note (describing the general information) and 
the reflective note (describing the detailed information 
and personal comments from the observer). Meanwhile, 
the result of observation sheet will be particularly 
described the points of teaching and learning process in 
the classroom that have done by both the teacher and the 
students. This was done to get a deeper understanding of 
the study subjects and to write an outline of what the 
phenomenon at the time. In addition, the researcher must 
organize teaching and learning design. 
The researcher not only makes a research but 
also prepares design of teaching to retrieve student 
ability, especially preparing the rubric of speaking ability 
for the students. In this study, the data that is obtained by 
the researcher is a kind of project (such as advertisement) 
and student participation (students’ spoken transcription) 
that is their speaking ability. Researcher can describe the 
ability of students, especially from their words 
production through their quality and quantity of the 
spoken language during the learning process. 
Other instruments are applied to support this 
descriptive qualitative study was a interview. Researcher 
will use the interview to determine students' response 
towards the application of the Project-Based Learning. 
After collecting all the data, the researcher will 
analyze the data qualitatively. It is described briefly as 
follows: 
1. This study identifies the data obtained from the 
observation sheet, field notes, the project (advertisement), 
the participation of the students' speaking (students’ 
spoken language) and interview. 
2. Data from field notes and observation sheet will be 
defined and explained descriptively by the researcher in 
the classroom after the teaching and learning activities. 
The field note and observation sheet will be analyzed to 
describe the implementation of Project-Based Learning in 
Class VIII C 
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3. The researcher analyzed the results of student projects 
(such as advertisement) and spoken language (students’ 
spoken transcription) during the learning process 
implemented. Before analyzing the results of students' 
speaking abilities, researcher should pay attention to 
some aspects that are important in the content 
conversational skills generally, such as content, 
vocabulary, fluency, pronunciation, and grammar. The 
students’ speaking transcription would be analyzed to 
describe the students’ ability through their speaking 
result. The researcher will write descriptively the whole 
components of speaking that the learner achieved in 
chapter 4.  
4. The data obtained from the interview will be analyzed 
by a variety of students who expressed their opinions and 
feeling on the implementation of the Learning Project-
Based Learning. This interview will be examined the 
response of the students toward the implementation of 
Project-Based Learning. The researcher will describe the 
result of interview questions by analyzing each questions 
and answers and stating them generally. 
5. Researcher interprets the results of a qualitative 
analysis based on the nature of classroom descriptive 
qualitative research design.  
6. Finally, researcher makes inferences about teaching 
learning process as the objective of research to describe 
the teaching spoken advertisement to the students of class 
VIII of SMP 40 Surabaya using the Project-Based 
Learning. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Firstly, to answer the first research question, the 
researcher considered that it was essential to observe the 
teaching and learning process done by the teacher. The 
research was conducted to know the implementation of 
Project-Based Learning and students’ response towards 
the application of Project-Based Learning to their 
speaking ability in producing a spoken advertisement. 
The data that was analyzed was obtained from the 
observation sheet and field note which were 
accomplished three times. Meanwhile, to answer the 
second research question, the researcher completed the 
data from students’ transcription and interview. 
Responding to the last research question, the research 
should concern about the students’ response by knowing 
how great their excitement and interest in speaking 
activity during the implementation of Project-Based 
Learning. In the second meeting, the students had to 
submit their advertisement and present it orally in front of 
the class while the observer analyzed the students’ result 
of speaking by regarding the components of speaking 
composition, that were content, fluency, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and grammar (structure). 
 
The Implementation of Project-Based Learning to 
Teach Speaking a Spoken Advertisement for the 
Eighth Graders of SMPN 40 Surabaya 
The first meeting was conducted in November 
13
th
, 2013. In the opening session, the teacher greeted the 
students and checked the attendance list whether all of 
students were present or not. The teacher did not directly 
teach the students with lots of lesson, but she began the 
lesson by interacting with them in conversation. After the 
teacher felt that the students were ready to accept the 
material, she continued to introduce the topic of lesson, 
which was short functional text especially the 
advertisement. Then, the teacher asked the students’ 
knowledge about the advertisement and its examples to 
stimulate their prior knowledge. 
By observing the students’ participation, the 
researcher knew that the students seemed to find 
difficulties in selecting the vocabulary for the meaning of 
advertisement and feel afraid of making an answer in 
English word. According to this problem, the teacher had 
provided another stimulus to attract the students’ 
enthusiasm by asking about the examples of 
advertisement around them. By keeping this question to 
students, they started to think about advertisements which 
exist in their environment. Then, the teacher gave short 
explanation about type of advertisement. For instance, the 
teacher encouraged the students to mention many kinds 
of advertisements in their life. The advertisements were 
always published everywhere even easily found around 
the people lives so that the students were asked to 
mention the existing advertisement which was displayed 
in their environment. For example, the advertisements in 
television or the billboard along the roads and public 
place which were frequently seen by them. In result, they 
were very active to convey a lot of kinds of 
advertisements, it might be in the forms of product or 
service. More than a half from the total of students raised 
their hands and wanted to answer this question. After 
conducting the questioning session, the teacher gave 
some display of advertisements to the students. Several 
examples of advertisements which had been shared to all 
of the students would be learned by them with their 
teacher’s guidance. From the examples given, the 
students examined what the appropriate components or 
points in creating the similar composition of 
advertisement.  
At this moment, the teacher tried to persuade the 
students to analyze what features that supported the 
construction of advertisement. The features of 
advertisement consists of the name of product, the name 
of store or company, the quality of product, the address 
of store or company, the price of product, the contact 
person, etc. In this case, almost the whole students only 
paid attention towards teacher’s explanation about the 
composition of advertisement. To achieve the goal of 
research, however, the teacher just delivered a brief 
explanation on how the students should make it properly. 
Therefore, she preferred to emphasize the students’ 
speaking ability rather than their writing ability so that 
the aims of teaching and learning process focused on the 
speaking skill. 
After the teacher had explained the way of 
making composition of advertisement, the teacher let the 
students to observe the samples of advertisement which 
were given and pleased the students to ask question when 
they did not understand. In this stage, the teacher also 
gave them a time to think about the idea of constructing 
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their advertisement. However, they could not directly 
solve their problem in completing the assignment. They 
still needed a help from the teacher in translating the 
word into English so that the teacher allowed them to 
search the difficult words in the dictionary. Meanwhile, 
the teacher helped them to build up their viewpoint to get 
the inspiration in making the advertisement. In this 
circumstance, the teacher offered the idea of making 
advertisement by raising some famous public business 
place where lots of people commonly visit it frequently 
and so forth. In the process of constructing the 
advertisement, the teacher had to describe what type of 
information that should be written for the content of 
advertising, namely the name of product, the price, the 
address of business place, the contact person, the quality, 
etc. It can effectively aroused their mind to have a plan in 
creating the idea of their following advertisement. 
In this section, the teacher stayed to help their 
students’ problem because it was a very classical matter 
that concerned to their limited vocabulary. She guided the 
students to find a suitable vocabulary and give them a 
time for creating their own creativity to construct an 
advertisement. In this time, the teacher asked them to 
make a group so that they can easily share their idea and 
opinion in order to accomplish the assignment. Since at 
class there are 38 students so they were divided into six 
groups. Each of group had for about six to seven 
members. Each member had own task, such as collecting 
the picture for their advertisement, composing the content 
of advertisement,  designing the advertisement, and 
preparing the copies of advertisement for every member. 
They might help each other to make all the composition 
done completely. After all of the groups had joined each 
other, the students began to discuss with their friends 
about the product or service that they wanted to promote 
in their project of advertisement.  
Some students were still confused how to start 
their work. They admitted that there was no idea about 
the advertisement at all which they should be made. 
Then, the teacher explained the examples of 
advertisements around them. She also mentioned “AW 
restaurant” for the easiest example for advertisement 
which exist in the people’s life today. This example was 
chosen because of the popularity. Their students finally 
seemed to understand what their teacher’s mean. After 
getting the point, the students offered another product to 
their teacher as their future project. Once in choosing a 
topic for their task, a student claimed to make a shoe 
shop with their friends as their project of advertisement. 
Then, the teacher said “It is good idea, you can do it 
now”. It was a kind of good appreciation to motivate the 
students’ interest toward the lesson. Some others said that 
they did not know how to pronounce a word “such as”. 
Then, the teacher revealed the correct pronunciation for 
this word /sᴧtʃ əz./. After the students understood, the 
teacher reminded them to accomplish their work as soon 
as possible. However, the students refused to submit it at 
that time because they were not ready to collect the 
completed work.  
Finally, the teacher asked the students to make a 
good composition of advertisement in written form at 
home and submitted it in the next meeting. It is used as 
the media for speaking. The result of project is the 
students’ speaking. Before ending the class, the teacher 
emphasized the skill that was going to be scored. The 
teacher made the students become realized that they had 
to perform well in speaking ability for the next meeting 
with their completed project. Hence, they could speak by 
seeing the advertisement they made. They also must have 
prepared themselves to be ready in their speaking 
components which considered to content, fluency, 
vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation.  
The second meeting was conducted on 
November 20
th
, 2013. As like the first meeting, the 
teacher opened the class with greeting and called the 
name of students one by one to check their presence. As 
usual, the teacher did not directly teach, but she began the 
lesson with a simple and short conversation to ask about 
the students’ condition. 
Since the way of making an advertisement had 
been explained in the first meeting, the teacher only 
asked them to present their project of advertisement that 
they had been made. The teacher called one group which 
consists of six to seven members to come forward. They 
were asked to present their project one by one while the 
researcher recorded the students’ voice to obtain their 
transcription as the data of study. In the process of 
speaking, several students made some errors in spelling, 
pronunciation, grammar, and diction. In this time, the 
teacher did corrections on the students’ errors. 
In the second meeting, there are four examples 
had collected. Actually, this advertisement is just as the 
media to facilitate them in producing a spoken 
advertisement. The four groups must have performed 
their presentation. Therefore, the result of project is a 
spoken form project, that is students’ speaking. Based on 
their presentation, the students frequently made errors in 
pronunciation and diction. However, they seemed to be 
braver than before when the speaking section was held. 
As their errors in pronunciation, they spelled a word 
“street” with /stre:t/. In fact, the correct one must be 
/stri:t/. The teacher had did a correction many times 
towards their mistakes. Then, the students were easily to 
follow its correct pronunciation. After each member 
finished presenting their work, the teacher required a 
representative person to promote the advertisement 
confidently.  
 In every group’s performance, there will be one 
of members who were selected to be representative 
person that must be presented the advertisement in front 
of the class after all of the members finish performing. 
By requiring a representative person to represent their 
group’s presentation, the student got a motivation to be a 
good speaker. They will consider to perform a nice 
presentation in front of their friends. From the second 
observation, it could be concluded that the 
implementation of Project-Based Learning will help the 
students’ speaking ability in creating a spoken 
advertisement. The students also agreed that this model 
of learning can make them more understand and add 
more knowledge for them. 
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 The third meeting was held on November 27
th
, 
2013. The teacher as usual called the name of students 
one by one to check the attendance list. Before starting 
the lesson, teacher did a simple conversation first with 
their students to make great atmosphere in the class. 
Then, she tried to remind the assignment that had not 
been presented yet by some groups. 
 The students with their group started to present 
their advertisement one by one. Meanwhile, the 
researcher recorded the students’ speaking to have the 
students’ transcription. By asking one by one person to 
come forward, the teacher can evaluate their speaking 
ability when the presentation is conducted. In conducting 
the presentation, the students had follows the teacher’s 
direction and explanation that they must have made the 
advertisement by adding some information, as like the 
name of product or service, the quality, kind of items, the 
contact person, the address, and so forth. As the result, 
the students who still felt difficult to develop their 
sentences, they invited another friend to help them. The 
teacher immediately helped them to compose their 
speaking with a proper vocabulary. The students showed 
their project of advertisement and presented the content 
of advertisement. 
When the students conducted their presentation, 
they sometimes made a grammatical and pronunciation 
errors. The teacher evaluated the students’ speaking by 
considering some components such as content, 
pronunciation, grammar, and fluency. In several 
utterances, they still do not know how to compose the 
word with a correct structure so that they could not keep 
the meaning of sentences clearly. For the grammatical 
errors, the teacher seemed to slightly ignore their mistake 
and more concentrate into their pronunciation, content, 
and fluency. 
Before ending the class, the teacher reviewed a 
short explanation about the nature of advertisement and 
its examples around people. The teacher also said about 
the way to make an advertisement and the important 
aspect in speaking ability that should be aware by the 
students, namely fluency, content, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and grammar. In the end of class, the 
teacher did not forget to give appreciation for the students 
who had performed well in front of class. For the 
assignment that were still not perfect, the teacher asked 
the group to accomplish and make it perfect first then 
they could collect their project to their students. In the 
last meeting, the researcher gained some information 
which is in the form of interview towards ten students in 
the class. The researcher finally obtained the responses of 
students towards the implementation of Project-Based 
Learning to the students’ speaking ability. 
 
The Analysis of Students’ Ability  
To resolve the second research question of how the 
students’ speaking ability, the researcher has conducted 
the observation towards students’ speaking skill by 
recording their spoken result. In this research, the 
researcher intends to examine the result of speaking in 
two meetings, that are in the second and the third 
meeting. The assessment included the speaking 
components which will be elaborated from the students’ 
spoken advertisement, namely content, fluency, grammar, 
pronunciation and vocabulary. 
In the second meeting, some students present the 
spoken advertisement individually. All members of group 
1 come forwards to deliver their presentation. Actually, 
six or seven members in a group have to present the same 
spoken advertisement. The teacher evaluated their 
speaking skill through their presentation. 
Their spoken advertisement was shown in italic 
letter below. 
 
Student 1 (Group 1): This jacket is very useful for 
protect us from sunrine, cold weather, all through for 
stylish. This jacket with the cheap price just eighty 
thousand rupiahs, many kind of this jacket for example: 
baseball jacket, parasit jacket, sweater, hodie, and coat. 
You should have one this jacket, if you don’t have it don’t 
say you’re an impressive person. 
 
 From his speaking result, student 1 made some 
errors in creating his words. He made errors in 
pronouncing the words. His fluency should also 
necessarily be considered in speaking assessment. 
Any grammatical error is still accepted in this 
text because the construction of a short functional text 
related to spoken form rather than structural and well-
written form. However, in their spoken advertisement are 
frequently found some errors in diction. They did not 
know how to place the proper words to another. For 
example, they used this sentences This jacket is very 
useful for protect us from sunrine, cold weather, all 
through for stylish for describing the usefulness of 
product. For the correct one, they should arrange the 
choice of words before making a meaningful persuaded 
utterances. It should be changed by this (This jacket is 
very useful for protect us from sunrine, cold weather, and 
stylish model). The word sunrine in their spoken 
advertisement had to be replaced with (sunrise).  
Another sample from student 4 in the second 
meeting has been recorded. The researcher will examine 
their speaking result based on the component of speaking. 
Here it is the example from student 4. 
 
Student 4 (Group 4): We are group 4, will be presenting 
about shoes. Casual shoes for boy or girl, trendy shoes 
highly qualified, colourful, the prices, start of from 
Rp300.000 till Rp 547.000 size 38-50. If you buy shoes 
free accessories. Thanks for your attention. 
 
According to the speaking result from student 4, 
she had performed a correct pronunciation in saying 
English language. She rarely made errors in pronouncing 
the words. Her fluency is also good because she can 
speak English fluently without any pause. All those 
components are considered in speaking assessment. 
For the correctness in structure or grammar, the 
errors are still accepted in this text because the 
construction of a short functional text related to spoken 
form rather than structural and well-written form. 
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However, in her spoken advertisement, she prefers using 
simple words than sentences with correct grammar. For 
example, Casual shoes for boy or girl, trendy shoes 
highly qualified, colourful, the prices, start of from 
Rp300.000 till Rp 547.000 size 38-50 to tell the 
description of product. As like the correct structure, it 
should be changed by this (Casual shoes for boy or girl, 
it is trendy shoes with highly qualified, colourful, its 
prices start from Rp300.000 till Rp 547.000 and the size 
38-50.). The word of in their spoken advertisement had to 
be omitted from the words. 
In the third meeting, the rest of students come 
forwards to present their spoken advertisement. 
Meanwhile, the teacher decided the quality of their 
speaking skill through their presentation. The researcher 
has recorded another spoken advertisement was shown in 
italic letter as follow. 
 
Student 2 (Group 2): Permission. We want to offer 
school supplies such as a beach book and school 
supplies. If you wish to buy 2 packs get 1 slap book. We 
opened this program to advance our effort. If you wish to 
buy the items we sell please go shop for Sumber Ilmu 
addressed in the long Manukan No.1. 
 
She speaks quite slow and takes some pauses in 
every single speaking. However, the content is still 
understandable. She adds polite utterance in her 
beginning of presentation by saying Permission. 
According to her spoken advertisement’s transcription, 
her vocabulary contains variety of words. It had reached 
good range for the level of Junior High students. 
Based on the table above, student 2 had made 
some errors in pronouncing the words. Another 
correction for her grammatical structure is needed. She 
did not concern to the use of tense in producing the 
words, for example, If you wish to buy the items we sell 
please go shop for Sumber Ilmu addressed in the long 
Manukan No.1. Actually, it should be spoken as follows 
If you wish to buy the items, please go shopping to 
Sumber Ilmu addressed in the long Manukan No.1. 
Student 2 should omit some words like we sell to make 
the sentences sounds grammatically.  
 
The Students’ Responses towards the Implementation 
of Project-Based Learning 
Interview is as the instrument for the researcher 
for gaining the students’ responses towards the 
implementation of Project-Based Learning. The 
researcher asked the students in the end of classroom 
activity. The interview consists of 7 questions in which 
the students had to answer based on their own opinion 
and feeling (see appendix). From the students’ response, 
the researcher will be analyzed the data.  
 Based on the first and second question of 
interview (1.What do you think about speaking activity in 
the class? 2. How do you think about this kind of learning 
method?), the students had delivered their thought about 
speaking activity in the class. Most of them agreed that 
speaking activity in the class is a good way for them to 
train their speaking and learning English. They are 
motivated to speak in English language because they are 
accustomed to communicate with English. Another 
student also felt that studying English through speaking 
activity is a kind of motivation for them to be active 
speaker and learner. They admitted that they began to 
understand about the manner in speaking English. They 
found that speaking activity can facilitate the problem 
that is being taught as both the teacher and the students 
experienced to communicate each other.  
 The observer asked the third question that is (3. 
What do you think about the method that applied by the 
teacher? Does it motivate you to learn English?). When 
the students are persuaded to delivered their opinion 
about the learning method that is applied, they 
commented that the method which had implemented 
make them easy to understand the lesson. They declared 
that this method also make the lesson become more 
interesting and clear. It is a good way for the students to 
study English. In addition, they also said by doing 
presentation, they could easily understand the English 
lesson. Therefore, they agreed that this kind of method is 
excellent way to increase students’ motivation and spirit 
of study. All of students who are asked to be the 
respondents totally agreed that they are motivated with 
the technique that applied by the teacher. Moreover, they 
are interested to perform the presentation and make an 
advertisement to deepen their English language.  
 This is the fourth question of interview, What 
difficulties have you found in speaking class? In 
identifying the students’ difficulty in speaking English, 
the researcher had make a question and wanted to know 
about their opinion. Mostly, the students felt difficulties 
in composing the sentences because of the limited 
vocabulary they had. In order to solve this problem, they 
choose to depend on the tools, such as the dictionary and 
alfalink. Several students confessed that they have 
trouble to speak in interpreting and translating some 
words. Therefore, they are necessarily to open dictionary 
and use alfalink.  
The fifth question of the interview is What is the 
most interesting section in learning English with Project 
Based learning? The students’ answer about the most 
interesting part in speaking section for the students was 
so various. They responded that they prefer to make a 
sentences into English for presentation and speaking 
English is their favorite parts of speaking section. Other 
students also agreed that they like to present in English 
language and promote the advertisement with this 
language. Actually, they favored to make advertisement 
and speak English through it. 
Based on the last two question are What is the 
positive impact that you feel from the implementation of 
Project-Based learning? and Do you think that PBL help 
you to speak up in the class? Do you like the way of 
teaching technique? The researcher also asked their 
statement about the positive impact they got after the 
implementation of method. They expressed that they 
were motivated to speak and study English. Some 
students also uttered that they can increase their 
knowledge of English language and wanted to continue 
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learning English. Additionally, they felt easily to translate 
the words while speaking with English. Besides, mostly 
the students argued that it enable them to speak English 
correctly. 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
Conclusion 
According to the result of research, it is 
determined that the implementation of Project-Based 
Learning is applicable method in the language learning 
process. It has been proved that the students feel interest 
and enthusiastic in learning English when the method is 
applied in the classroom. The teacher have conducted the 
steps of Project-Based Learning so that the students 
easily follow the instructions and enable them to explore 
their creativity in creating the project.  The students also 
admit that speaking activity become more attractive and 
interesting after the implementation of Project-Based 
Learning.  
 In case of student ability, Project-Based 
Learning has been encouraged the students’ interest of 
learning so that they can achieve a good presentation in 
public speaking because of the Project-Based Learning 
Method Implementation. As the result, it have been 
increased their motivation and confidence to speak 
English in front of the classroom without any boredom 
and fear. Most of them have a positive response towards 
this method. Moreover, it have provided an opportunity 
for the students become active learner and have better 
understanding of the material, that is short functional 
text, especially advertisement. Then, the result of 
speaking ability has been reported as well by describing 
the students’ speaking ability, related to their speaking 
components, including content, fluency, vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and grammar. 
 Finally, it can be concluded that Project-Based 
Learning is applicable if this method implemented in 
teaching a spoken advertisement to the eighth graders of 
Junior High School. This finding is examined based on 
the instruments of study that have been used, that are field 
note, observation sheet, interview, and transcription of 
students’ spoken advertisement. 
 
Suggestions 
In the end of this chapter, there will be several 
suggestions for the teacher and the researcher. To obtain 
the advantages of the study, the teacher should consider 
some important things related to this research. Firstly, 
because the nature of Project-Based Learning requires a 
long time for completing the project, the teacher should 
manage the speaking session as well so that it will not 
disrupt other materials that are being taught. Actually, the 
process of making the project should be supervised by the 
teacher in the class, but in the real learning process, the 
students create their project at home. In this case, the 
theory of project-based learning still did not applied 
entirely. Thus, the researcher may conduct the following 
research towards this method in order to the phases of 
method can be completely implemented. Secondly, the 
students are allowed to choose their own topic of project 
since it is related to the principle of Project-Based 
Learning that mainly concerns to students interest of 
learning. Thirdly, the teacher may ask the students tell 
their progress of completing the project, it is done in 
order to the teacher can correct their error and reduce 
their mistakes of project. Therefore, the teacher can 
monitor their improvement continuously. 
 In line with the conclusion, Project-Based 
Learning is applicable implemented in teaching a spoken 
advertisement to the eighth graders of Junior High 
School. This method is possibly appropriate to teach 
another language skill in teaching and learning English 
language for the lower or higher level of grade. Thus, the 
further research is suggested to investigate the estimation. 
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